Role of Shiga toxin 2 (Stx2)-binding protein, human serum amyloid P component (HuSAP), in Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli infections: assumption from in vitro and in vivo study using HuSAP and anti-Stx2 humanized monoclonal antibody TMA-15.
Shiga toxin 2 (Stx2) is a major pathogenic factor in Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli (STEC) infections. Some factor that neutralizes Stx2 in vitro had been shown to be specifically present in human serum and we recently identified it as human serum amyloid P component (HuSAP). Here, we report the role of HuSAP in STEC infections. HuSAP could not rescue Stx2-challenged mice from death, and it instead reduced the efficacy of the Stx2-neutralizing humanized monoclonal antibody TMA-15 when a lower dose of TMA-15 was injected to the mice. By contrast, the efficacy of TMA-15 at a higher dose was uninfluenced by the presence of HuSAP. These findings suggest that HuSAP acts as a carrier protein of Stx2 rather than as a Stx2-neutralizing factor in the human circulation and that passive immune therapy with Stx2-neutralizing antibodies such as TMA-15 is useful to prevent severe complications associated with STEC infections even in the presence of HuSAP.